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Academic Musings
Thank you for not smoking, cheating or plagiarizing
By Andrew J. Simons
Associate Academic Dean
It is hard to believe that we
are already in the month of
Halloween, post-season baseball
(with the Yanks, and without the
Mets – go figure!), reviewing for
exams and preparing for the chilly
weather. We have seen the midpoint of the semester come and go,
the SBA Dinner-Dance is a fond
but disappearing memory, and the
Orientation Cruise in New York
Harbor seemingly took place eons
ago. But such is life – tempus
fugit!
I hasten to congratulate all
of our returning students on their
myriad summer accomplishments
and the 1Ls, both day and evening,

on their outstanding credentials
and spirit. Congratulations are
also due to the Dean and the
Faculty on the most successful
inaugural Summer Abroad
Program in Rome this past
summer, as well as our receipt of
approval from the New York State
Education Department and the
American Bar Association of our
second LL.M. Program, joining
our very successful Bankruptcy
Program. The second LL.M. will
be in United States Law for
Foreign Law School Graduates
and classes in the Program will
begin next fall.
Congratulations also to all
- students, faculty and staff – for
their composure, professionalism
and cooperation in dealing with

the Security Alert on campus on
Wednesday, September 26, 2007.
The handling of the incident by the
University’s Public Safety
personnel and the NYPD has
received well deserved praise
from all quarters, and gives us the
opportunity to build on that
experience and improve the
protection of person and property
on campus. More about this later
in the year as we develop a law
school protocol to address such
incidents.
The sub-heading of this
article is accurate: I do want to
thank the students for not smoking
near any of the four ground-floor
entrances to the Law School
building. As you know, smoke
from those areas enters the nearby
vents, and ends up permeating
several areas inside the building,
including the Library and the
Lower Level classrooms. The
only two acceptable places for

smoking outside but in the vicinity
of the Law School building are
outside the main entrance on the
first floor or on the patio outside
the cafeteria. It is a matter of
professional responsibility that we
abide by these guidelines, and I
thank all of the smokers who do
so. (I also beseech you to consider
dropping the unhealthy habit – I

each course was taught by a St. John’s
law professor or by a leading
practitioner in the particular field of law
that the course focused on. St. John’s
law students could take up to 4-credits
during the program. Course grades for
the study-abroad program do impact
overall GPAs for St. John’s students.

These credits provide an excellent
opportunity for both those who wish
to get in as many extra electives as they
can before graduation and for those
who may prefer to have a lighter creditload during a later semester in law
school.

See Academic Musings, page 6
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St. John’s Summer Abroad in Rome
By Abigail Lynn Cameron ’09
Photos by Abigail Lynn Cameron ‘09
A morning walk to class is
much more enjoyable after an espresso,
especially when that freshly brewed
thimble of black liquid heaven was
brewed up and served in real-togoodness china by a smiling, Italian
espresso master and not served in a
paper cup by a green-apron wearing
barista in Queens. Activities that
students may think of as merely dayto-day chores back home – like grocery
shopping and walking to class — take
on genuine “experience” status when
they are done while studying abroad
in Rome, Italy. There is nothing routine
about visiting one of the many outdoor
markets to purchase groceries in the

early morning hours before class,
taking a run past the Coliseum, visiting
a local street market for local produce
or drinking local wine in the evenings
served to your table in pitchers filled
straight from barrels in the restaurant
cellar.
Over thirty law students, from
St. John’s and other law schools from
around the United States, spent June
studying at St. Johns’ Rome campus
this past summer. The St. Johns’Office
of Transnational Programs offered four
2-credit courses during the 2007 Rome
study abroad program – International
Art and Cultural Heritage Law,
International Environmental Law,
International
Banking
and
Comparative Corporate Governance –

See Summer in Rome, page 11
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Inside the September
Town Hall Meeting
By Allison Warga ‘09
On September 6, 2007,
students were invited to attend the Town
Hall Meeting to meet with the
administration and discuss issues
concerning the law school. This year’s
meeting was held in the Solarium and
was attended by both students and
faculty members. In attendance were
Dean Mary Daly, Associate Academic
Dean Andrew Simons, Dean of
Students Katherine Sullivan, Career
Services Assistant Dean Dawne Smith,
Registrar Janet Keogan and Facilities
Director George Pietramala.
Dean Daly delivered the
opening remarks, and began by noting
that the Town Hall meeting is a
wonderful opportunity for students to
voice their concerns and for her to
respond. She informed students about
the completion of work on the Center
for Professional Skills and noted that
work is scheduled to begin this year on
a new state-of-the-art Writing Center for
the law school. Dean Daly then opened
the floor to students to ask questions and
raise any concerns they might have.
I was eager to raise my hand
and ask the first student question about
an issue that is near and dear to all of
us– the parking situation on the Queens
campus. I voiced concerns about
parking that many of us share including
the lack of parking spots within close
proximity to the law school. I told Dean
Daly that at peak times during the day,
students often have to arrive up to an
hour before a scheduled class in order
to obtain a parking spot. I also addressed
the issue of the parking garages and the
safety issue that arises when female
students have to walk back to their cars,
late at night, carrying laptops, books and
other valuables. Dean Daly was very
responsive to my concerns and stated
that she was willing to go to the

University with any feasible ideas that
students may have to help alleviate the
parking problem that exists on campus.
She also encouraged all students to call
Public Safety and have them escort us
back to our cars if they are parked far
from the building.
The next question was raised
by Nicole Woolard, a 2L, who asked
Dean Simons why Constitutional Law
is a second-year course at St. John’s and
not a first year course. Dean Simons
stated that Constitutional Law has been
part of the second year curriculum at St.
John’s for a long time. He noted that
the course was not always worth six
credits, but that the scope of the course
has been extended due to the expansion
of Supreme Court decisions. He said
that the administration will continue to
tinker with the curriculum and may look
to possibly add Constitutional Law to

The Jena 6
By Zoe Polk ‘08
The controversy regarding the
“Jena 6” has sparked much news
attention, disinformation, debate,
political grand-standing, and ideological
segregation. It is one of those events that
reminded us that the racial fault lines of
our history have not completely healed.
Because it has been such a
popular and sensationalized news story,
it is difficult to distinguish the facts and
falsehoods of Jena 6. While this case
touches on a number of issues, it’s the
legal ramifications in particular that, as
law students, we should be scrutinizing.
For this reason, I was grateful when the
Black Law StudentAssociation (BLSA)
posted and disseminated information
about the current proceedings of the
case. I was also encouraged by the
number of students who not only read
the information given to them but asked
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the first year curriculum, but that
students should not anticipate that type
of review for a while.
Next, Peter Ryan (2L – SBA
Day Vice President) asked whether it
was possible for the administration to
develop a fund to send students toABA
conferences and other student
conferences around the nation. Dean
Daly responded to Pete’s question,
noting that it is important for students
to get out there and show the world who
we are and what a great legal education
we give. She said that students should
feel free to come to her with information
about the conference and what the
student organization hopes to gain from
attending this conference. Dean Simons
added that any worthwhile projects
which are brought to the attention of the
SBA and the Deans will be given serious
consideration.
Jim O’Rourke (3L – SBA
Academic Vice President) took the floor
next and asked if there is currently a
tuition cap in place with regard to the
percentage tuition can increase from
year to year. Dean Daly answered Jim’s

question, noting that there currently is
no tuition cap in place at the law school
and that the administration is reluctant
to effectuate a tuition cap which would
bind future generations of students and
administrators. She stated that the
administration sympathizes with the fact
that tuition costs are high, and mentioned
that the decision to raise tuition over the
past year was not taken lightly. Dean
Simons added that our tuition at St.
John’s is currently the second lowest
tuition of all the law schools in the New
York City area and is the lowest of the
area law schools which are ranked in
the Top 100. Dean Daly agreed that
tuition increases are something that the
administration is continually concerned
about, and mentioned her active efforts
to obtain alumni donations and raise
money for student loan forgiveness
upon graduation.
At the close of the program,
Dean Daly reminded students to take
advantage of the various resources
available to us at St. John’s, including
the Office of Career Services,
Counseling Center and our professors.

questions and shared their views. This
is the kind of environment that is
conducive to intellectual and healthy
discourse about sensitive issues; this is
the kind of environment that I have
come to expect and appreciate at St.
John’s School of Law.
So, needless to say, I was
surprised to see one of the BLSA fliers
vandalized with the words “the white
student who got beat up did not hang
the nooses.” My initial reaction soon
turned to disappointment that one of my
colleagues would choose to advance his
or her views in such a cowardly way. In
a law school where dialogue and
discussion is encouraged in the
classroom, on TWEN and through
various student-led events, this type of
display is inappropriate. It’s also
embarrassing. We are fortunate to have
a number of high profile judges,
speakers and visitors come to our school.
The vandalism of the BLSA flier
seemed to send a message that St. John’s

is not worthy of their presence. The
method that student(s) chose to express
his or her views of the Jena 6 events is
in no way indicative of our honorable
traditions; with one thoughtless act, this
student degraded us all.
Indeed, the greatest aspect of
law school is that we are encouraged to
argue. It is an education that makes us
elite, but also demands an appreciation
of ethics and responsibility. I would like
to congratulate the BLSA for having the
courage to call attention to such a
sensitive topic. Information campaigns
like theirs keep St. John’s Law current
and well-versed on the realities of
American law. I hope the
administration, faculty and student
body will continue to support oncampus events that inspire, polarize,
provoke and unify. We should all take
pride in the diversity of thought at our
institution and be angered by
representations that broadcast
otherwise.

If you would like to reply to any article printed in this issue, or if you woud like to write an
opinion piece, The Forum encourages letters and submissions to TheForumSJU@gmail.com
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Dick Cheney Should Have Been a Gangsta Rapper
By Michael Catallo ‘10
Most rappers would love to
have the street credibility of Dick
Cheney. Not only did Cheney shoot
a man in the face, the ‘victim’
actually apologized for being in the
way of Cheney’s gun. Now that’s
gangsta! So called ‘gangsta’
rappers who are obsessed with
images of being thought of as
tough, hardcore, and, well
‘gangsta’ could learn a thing or two
from Dick Cheney and the rest of
the GOP.
Gangsta rappers love to
posture around as these hyper
masculine, ultra strong tough guys
that should not be messed with.
They demonstrate these qualities in
their music and videos in several
ways; by bragging about how much
stronger they are then their
competition—which is usually
symbolized by guns and
violence— how much money they
have, and how many women they
sleep with. George W. Bush won
the election in 2004 by in large
playing the more ‘masculine’
candidate to John Kerry. Bush
emphasized how much ‘stronger’
and ‘tougher’ on the war he was
than Kerry. Bush was portrayed as
this masculine cowboy who would
not back down from a fight; Kerry
was portrayed as a flip flopping
wimp who was scarred of fighting.
Bush favored tax cuts for the rich—
aka more money to brag about—
and since the GOP loves to posture
as the party of morals, Bush
couldn’t brag about how many
women he has slept with, so he did
the next best thing: try to ban gay
marriage.
So does 50 Cent, Jadakiss,
and 2pac really deserve to be
compared to Dick Cheney, George
Bush and Condoleeza Rice? Well
let’s take a closer look. Jadakiss has
a song called ‘Jada has a gun’,
which, as the title suggests, is about
him having a gun and killing and
intimidating people with this gun.
Having guns is one of the staples
of the GOP. In fact, after the tragic
Virginia Tech shootings, the
president of the NRA, Wayne
Lapierre, a huge contributor to

Republicans, bluntly stated, “The
senseless tragedy here at Virginia
Tech could have been prevented
by one student with a gun and the
balls to use it.” I heard he’s going
to be on the remix on the next
Jadakiss song.
Lets dig a little deeper,
shall we? Most rappers love to
posture as these ‘generals’; these
ultra aggressive, violent males that
should not be messed with. Tupac
had this type of rap down pact.
2pac, on his song ‘Bomb First’,
angrily raps on the chorus “We
bomb first when we ride, Please
reconsider for you die. We ain’t
even come to hurt nobody tonight,
but its my life or your life, and I’m
gonna bomb first.” Although not
as elegantly put as the ‘Preemptive
doctrine’ constructed by Paul
Wolfowitz and used by George W.
Bush in Iraq, the message is
literally the same. Bush in one of
his speeches to convince the
American public to go to war
stated, “America must not ignore
the threat gathering against us.
Facing clear evidence of peril, we
cannot wait for the final proof, the
smoking gun that could come in
the form of a mushroom cloud.”
He then laid out his ‘Bomb First’
strategy, known as preemption,
which was to attack the enemy
before they attack you. Or as he
put it, “we have to fight them over
there, so we don’t have to fight
them here.” 2pac also had a song
called ‘Secretz of War’ with the
lyrics “You either ride with us, or
collide with us.” Karl Rove
apparently listens to a lot of rap,
because in a speech given in
November after the tragic events
of 9.11, Bush did his impression
of a gangsta rapper when he stated
“You are either with us or against
us.” Gangsta rappers love to
intimidate, with threats of
violence, as shown by the last few
lyrics. The name of the first
mission in the recent Iraq war was
called ‘Shock and Awe.’ A
campaign supposedly designed to
demonstrate the full might and
power of the USA military to
completely demoralize and
intimidate the Iraqis. Maybe

George Bush can get signed to the
‘gangsta’ rap label Death Row after
his presidency.
Gangsta rapper 50 Cents’
new hit song ‘I get money’
celebrates the lifestyle of making
money. The video is 50 cent
throwing money in the air with
scantily clad women, and all sorts
of cars and expensive goods
anyone that’s masculine enough
can afford. Well where do you think
Mr. 50 Cent got the money to afford
all these luxuries, the tax cuts
provided by the GOP! 50 Cent had
a song called ‘Window Shopper’
about, the fantastic activity of
shopping. Republican mayor of
New York, Rudolph Guiliani
actually said a few weeks after the
events of 9.11, “Show your
confidence, show you’re not afraid.
Go shopping.” Recently there has
been a trend in rap to promote the
activity of shopping as ‘gangsta’.
The GOP, has done the same thing,
except since they don’t like the
term ‘gangsta’, shopping is
patriotic for them. Following
Guliani’s lead after 9.11, Bush
urged Americans to spend more
money and go on more vacations.
Patriotism is sure gangsta. 50 Cent
and these so called ‘gangsta’
rappers love to make songs about
how they hustled drugs for money
because it gives them the ‘gangsta’
image they so crave. The rapper
Biggie Smalls had a lyric, “You’re
either slanging crack rock or you
gotta wicked jump shot.” Dick
Cheney defiantly does not have a
wicked jump shot, so he chose to
slang crack, or in his case, oil. In
many music videos, you see
rappers showing off their car fleets,
many including the gas guzzling
Hummers. So who is really doing
the hustling here? 50 cent and his
make believe drug dealing, or Dick
Cheney and Haliburton. Whether
you are a gangsta rapper or a
Republican, and regardless of what
you are ‘hustling’, the tax cuts for
the rich are for you.
Finally, in the ultra
aggressive, masculine world of
gangsta rap, degrading opponents
with gay slurs is a way of ‘proving’
your masculinity. I am not going to

quote any line specifically due to
the explicitness of the songs, but
visiting any hip hop board or taking
a quick look at the latest lyrics will
demonstrate the homophobia of
gangsta rap. Anything that can be
interpreted as ‘gay’ in this genre of
rap is often looked at as a sign of
weakness. Which I’m guessing is
why so many of these rappers have
videos with so many half naked
women, to protect their ego. Its not
just gangsta rappers that use these
slurs to sell records however;
California governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger uses this tactic to
help the GOP win voters over. In
the 2004 Republican convention
the governator went on to call
Democrats ‘economic girlie men’.
He has used this choice of words
many times in other speeches as
well; ‘girlie men’ seems to be his
go to line when he is losing an
argument. Arnolds’ debut rap
album “Do not mess with me, for I
am Governator”, comes out this
month. It features the club banger,
‘Only pussies want universal health
care’. Okay that last line was a
joke, but what is not a joke is that
the Republicans are so
homophobic they tried to ban gay
marriage. Former Republican
senator of Pennsylvania, Rick
Santorum in his argument to ban
gay marriage stated, “Isn’t that the
ultimate homeland security,
standing up and defending
marriage?” Santorum went on to
say how homosexual marriage is
the biggest threat to the American
family. Hmm, I wonder why
Santorum lost his reelection bid in
2006. Defending ‘traditional’
marriages, bragging about how
many women you have slept with
in rap videos, using derogatory
slurs, all ways for insecure men to
cover up there homophobia.
Can’t you just picture it, 50
cent and Dick Cheney driving
together in their new Hummer,
showing off there guns, listening
to “I get Money”, arguing over who
hates Cheney’s daughter the most.
The GOP should change its name
from the Grand Old Party, to the
Gangsta Ol’ Party. Maybe that
Guliani/50 Cent ticket in 2008 isn’t
as far fetched as it sounds.
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Did
and

you miss Fall
organizations

GALLA
The Gay and Lesbian Law
Student Association is looking forward
to its second year. Founded for gay,
lesbian, straight, bisexual, transgender
and every student in between, it is our
goal to have programming that
encourages dialogue about current
issues and the relevance of LGBT law
to the greater legal community. Through
our TWEN site and bulletin board, we
provide information on court decisions,
local events in the New York area and
the activities of other LGBT
organizations at local New York law
schools. We hope to call attention to
issues that contextualize LGBT rights
within the larger human rights
framework. We welcome anyone who
is interested to join. (INSERT
CONTACT INFO)
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
International
The purpose of PAD is to form
a strong bond uniting students and
teachers of the law with members of
the Bench and Bar in a fraternal
fellowship designed to advance the
ideals of liberty and equal justice under
law, stimulate excellence in scholarship,
inspire the virtues of compassion and
courage, foster integrity and professional
competence, promote the welfare of its
members, and encourage their moral,
intellectual, and cultural advancement
so that each member may enjoy a
lifetime of honorable professional and
public service.
The DeBracton Chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta is committed to providing
its members with access to an extensive
network of alumni throughout the NYC
region, as well as access to academic,
professional, and social activities
designed to promote a greater
appreciation for the legal profession and
fraternal fellowship. In addition, our
chapter is committed to giving back to
the community through various
fundraising and charity events
throughout the year and offer graduating
members the opportuinty to walk in
honor cords of gold and
purple at graduation.
Students interested in obtaining
more information or joining one of the
oldest, largest, and highly respected legal
fraternities in the world should contact
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Fest? Check
St.
John’s

at a unified multicultural community at St.
John’s University School of Law. In
addition, SALSA communicates with
South Asian American organizations
Bankruptcy Law Society
The Bankruptcy Law Society outside of the law school. SALSA will
(BLS) was formed by a group of sponsor various educational, cultural,
students in the fall of 1990. Since then, and social activities, such as dinners,
film screenings, fundraisers for
membership has grown as well as the
society’s presence throughout the non-profit community organizations,
school. The objective of the Bankruptcy and a symposium addressing legal
Law Society is to provide students with issues facing the South Asian
practical knowledge of bankruptcy law. community. SALSAmakes a concerted
The Annual Judge Conrad B. effort to provide academic guidance to
Duberstein National Bankruptcy Moot its members, including upper-level
Court Competition is co-sponsored by mentors, outlines, and elective advice.
SALSA encourages all law
the BLS, the ABI Law Review, and the
Moot Court. Schools from around the students to join and participate. For more
country participate in this prestigious information please contact SALSA
competition. BLS also hosts special President Megha Thakkar at
events throughout the school year that thakkar.megha@gmail.com .
feature distinguished judges and
practicing attorneys speaking on current Catholic Law Students Association
The Catholic Law Student
issues in the field of
bankruptcy.
For more Association is student organization that
information, and to add your name to focuses on the spiritual development of
our mailing list, please contact Michael the students at St. John’s Law School.
Drechsler at mdrechsler@gmail.com . Our members participate in various
community service events thorughout
The Federalist Society
the year, in addition to hosting programs
The Federalist Society is a non- at school to help students understand
partisan conservative/libertarian the role that their faith plays in their
organization dedicated to fostering professional lives.
balanced and open debate about the
Our first event is New York
fundamental principles of freedom, Cares Day, Saturday, October 20, 2007,
federalism, and judicial restraint.
9am -3:30pm!! We will be joining
The Federalist Society seeks to thousands of New Yorkers for a day of
educate the legal community through painting, planting and cleaning as we
its programs and publications about how volunteer to revitalize a local public
limited constitutional government based school. Sign up for the St. John’s CLSA
on the rule of law can have a positive Team at: www.newyorkcaresday.org.
effect on law and public policy.
We will meet at the front entrance of
For more information about the the law school at 9AM!!! Everyone is
Federalist
Society,
email welcome!! Free after party sponsored
sjufedsoc@gmail.com
by NY Cares (more details to follow)
Questions?? ContactAmanda D’Orazi:
South Asian Law Students catholiclawstudent@yahoo.com
Association (SALSA)
The SouthAsian Law Students Black Law Students Association
Association (SALSA) at St. John’s (BLSA)
University School of Law was
The National Black Law
established in the fall of 2005 to both Student Association, “NBLSA”, was
address the cultural, social, and founded in 1968 by Algernon Johnson
professional needs of the growing “A.J.” Cooper the former mayor of
population of students of South Asian Prichard,Alabama, in order to effectuate
descent and promote an understanding change in the legal system. The
and awareness of political and social association endeavored to sensitize the
issues affecting the South Asian law and legal profession to the everAmerican community.
increasing needs of the Black
SALSA works with other community. St. John’s University
culturally based organizations to create School of Law Black Law Students
Jason
Strauss
JasonStrauss83@aol.com.

Association takes pride in helping its
members cope with the rigorous
demands of a legal education while
remaining responsive to the needs of the
African- American community. BLSA
recognizes the racial imbalance of the
legal profession and one of its objectives
is to increase the number of black
attorneys in various practice areas. With
this in mind, BLSA is committed to
working with the law school
administration to recruit and retain a
greater number of Blacks at St. John’s
University School of Law. BLSA’s
activities include: a speaker series; an
alumni dinner; community outreach
efforts; and orientation for incoming
students, including a mentoring
program and various legal writing and
outlining workshops. At all times,
BLSA chooses to exemplify genuine
character, integrity, and leadership
qualities that will radically transform the
internal and external communities that
it diligently seeks to serve. Interested
students
should
contact
stjohns.blsa@gmail.com
Public Interest Committee
The St. John’s University
School of Law Public Interest
Committee is part of the Student Bar
Association (SBA). The Public Interest
Committee is made up of dedicated law
students of all years who have the drive
to participate in achieving public interest
goals, including providing legal counsel
for the poor and those of limited means,
in areas such as immigration, domestic
violence, child advocacy, family court
mediation, death penalty advocacy, and
community service.
The Public Interest Committee
encourages the practice of public interest
law and sponsors events to educate
students about the rewards and realities
that public interest attorney’s face, while
providing students with the opportunity
to network with attorneys in the field
and other students with similar interests.
The Committee has worked in the past
with various public interest
organizations, the Law School
Administration, and the Office of Career
Services in an effort to coordinate
campus activities including panel
presentations, volunteer opportunities,
the annual Poker Tournament, and the
Annual Public Interest Auction.

out some of the student clubs and
University Law School has to offer
The Public Interest Poker
Tournament started as a one-time
fundraiser for the December 2004 South
Pacific Tsunami Relief Effort. Because
it was so successful both as a fundraiser
and as a law school event, PIC decided
to turn the Tournament into an annual
fundraiser. Proceeds have been donated
to the Hurricane Katrina Relief effort as
well as SJU Law’s Loan Repayment
Assistance Program (LRAP). This
year’s Poker Tournament is scheduled
for Thursday, November 8, 2007. All
Students andAlumni are invited to attend.
The Public Interest Auction
was started in 1997 by students, faculty
and alumni, and has become one of the
central events of the academic calendar
of the law school. Members of the entire
law school community donate money
and/or a wide variety of items for which
auction attendees bid. There is a silent
auction, but the highlight of the night is
the live auction. The St. John’s
University School of Law’s 12thAnnual
Auction is scheduled for Thursday,
March 6, 2008.
Money raised at this event
directly funds the Public Interest
Summer Fellowship Program which
funds fellowships for law students who

choose spend their summer working in
the public interest field, in positions that
would normally be unpaid. To be
eligible to compete for a fellowship, a
student must volunteer at least 10 hours
with the Committee over the course of
the academic year, and secure an unpaid
summer internship that affords them the
opportunity to serve or advocate for the
poor, disadvantaged, marginalized, or
underrepresented members of society.
Each summer a certain number of
students are granted stipends of
approximately $5,000 for a 10-week
fellowship. In the past, fellowship
recipients have worked as close as
Jamaica, NY and as far as Calcutta India.
Auction proceeds have also
been used to fund other activities that
the Fellowship Committee finds to be
substantially similar to the positions that
qualify for Public Interest Summer
Fellowships. For example, the Public
Interest Committee was able to fund the
travel costs for 26 SJU Law Students
and 2 Professors who chose to use the
winter break to work on projects that
lend legal assistance to victims of
Katrina. The Public Interest Committee
is seeking to continue the excellent work
done in New Orleans last year by

funding another trip to aid Katrina
Victims in Spring 2008. Years later,
victims continue to suffer from
incredible backlog in the legal system,
unable to obtain simple civil legal
remedies, in areas such as divorce or
probate, or “speedy” resolution of
criminal complaints. PIC partners with
the Student Hurricane Network (SHN),
a nationwide organization, in order to
channel our skills as law students in the
most meaningful and productive
manner. The Public Interest Committee
is also partnering with SHN throughout
the school year to work on remote
projects (i.e. advocacy work that can be
done from a remote location) in order
to ease the backlog in the civil system.
If you are interested in working on such
projects (such as uncontested divorces),
please
contact
PIC
at
sjupublicinterest@yahoo.com.
The Public Interest Committee
is also dedicate to offering students
opportunities to volunteer their time as
legal advocates for low income or
disadvantaged New Yorkers. As such,
PIC with be working with the
Courtroom Advocates Project (CAP),
which allows students to act as
advocates for victims of domestic
violence in NYC’s Integrated Domestic
Violence (IDV) courts. Students,
working under the supervision of an
attorney, will offer their services as
advocates to victims filing pro se for
temporary orders of protection, custody
and support. Additionally, PIC is
working with Project Fair, which,
similar to CAP, allows students, under
the supervision of an attorney, to provide
legal assistance to public assistance,
food stamp, and Medicaid recipients in
“fair hearings” throughout NYC. If you
are interested in being an advocate for
either Project Fair or the Courtroom
Advocates Project, please contact
sjupublicinterest@yahoo.com, or for
CAP, contact the CAPco-chairs directly:
Kelly
Sheridan
(kelly.sheridan@gmail.com), Angel
Marshall (ascm18h@aol.com), and
Amanda
Beltz
(mandbel711@yahoo.com).
Project Fair
Project FAIR is a collaborative,
City-wide project working towards
greater economic justice for low-income
and homeless New Yorkers. Project

FAIR empowers individuals and
communities by increasing access to
information about public benefits
programs, rights in the administrative
“Fair Hearing” process, and services
throughout the City; by securing quality
Fair Hearing representation and
assistance for public assistance, food
stamp, and Medicaid applicants and
recipients; and by serving as a resource
for organizations working with lowincome and homeless New Yorkers.
The Public Interest Committee
wants to bring Project FAIR and St.
John’s together in a new PFAIR
initiative. To that end, PIC is
encouraging students to sign up to be
trained to staff Project Fair information
tables and to act as lay advocates for
low-income New Yorkers in
termination hearings, otherwise known
as “Fair Hearings”. If you would like to
be a part of Project Fair or PIC, contact
PIC at sjupublicinterest@yahoo.com or
sign up on TWEN.
Student Animal Legal Defense Fund
(SALDF)
St. John’s Law School has
partnered with the Animal Legal
Defense Fund to create a student chapter
of the national non-profit group, whose
mission is to protect the lives and
advance the interests of animals through
the legal system. With theAnimal Legal
Defense Fund’s support, students at the
St. John’s chapter will join the ranks of
hundreds of other student chapter
members nationwide, taking on projects
such as advocating for the addition of
animal law courses to curriculums,
hosting speakers, debates, panels, and
conferences, writing law review articles
for journals dedicated to animal law,
tabling on campus to raise awareness
about animal issues, and volunteering
to do legal research and writing for local
law firms.
In 2000, only nine law schools
offered courses in animal law; today, the
list has grown to 89. The first Student
Animal Legal Defense Fund (SALDF)
chapter was established in 1992 at Lewis
& Clark Law School. Fifteen years later
there are more than 100 chapters at law
schools throughout the United States
and Canada. Students interested in
joining the SALDF chapter at St. John’s
Law should contact Jenn Fraser at
stjohnsSALDF@gmail.com.
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Academic Musings, continued from page 1
did so in 1968 and have never
regretted it.)
Onto what are perhaps
more obvious matters of
professional responsibility –
cheating on exams and plagiarism.
I regret to advise that last semester
there were three incidents of such
professional misconduct by
students, none of whom is
currently in attendance. In the two
instances of blatant plagiarism,
one 3L’s graduation from law
school has been delayed for a
period of time (along with, of
course, receipt of an F grade in the
course which must be made up),
and a 1L has agreed to an
indefinite suspension along with
performance of a substantial
number of hours of community
service. The student who was
accused of cheating on a final

examination (surreptitiously
reviewing documents in the
restroom during the exam) is
currently on a one-year leave of
absence. All of these matters will
have to be explained to the
appropriate Committee on
Character and Fitness when bar
admission is sought, and may
prove to be a difficult or
insurmountable barrier to a legal
career. Food for thought.
Integrity may well be our
most valuable attribute. When we
come into this world our parents
give us a name, and when we leave
we do so with that same name
either in good repute or
besmirched by our transgressions.
In our learned profession it takes
an arduous effort every day to
establish our reputation for
integrity, candor, forthrightness

We’re talkin’ Softball
By Peter Ryan ‘09
On the cool and cloudy
afternoon of September 14th, 2007, St.
John’s School of Law descended upon
Cunningham Park like a swarm of
bookish locusts wearing colorful t-shirts.
Six teams assembled in a softball
tournament to take home the journal
trophy. They had come from all over;
some had come after their Friday
classes, others came from areas
throughout Queens and Long Island.
Some came from their warm,
comfortable beds nursing a hangover
from the night before, and others came
in lieu of going to their only Friday class
(Professional Responsibility, of course).
While the best of intentions
originally sold the event as a rivalry
between journals, it ended up with Law
Review fielding two teams, JLC fielding
two teams, an ABI team, the SBA
fielding their own “journal” team, and
one additional team with members from
International, Litigator, Moot Court, and
random people off the street.
Deans Andrew Simons and
Michael Simons were gracious enough
to officiate this momentous occasion.
Games were played simultaneously on
two different fields, each umpired by a
different Simons, with accordingly
varying strike zones based on height of
6

the batter, class rank, and undergraduate
Alma Mater.
One of the highlights of the day
was the colorful plumage sported by
each team with three of the journals
designing their own t-shirts, and SBA
using the standard St. John’s Law shirts
sold in the cafeteria. ABI’s shirts were
a pleasant green, with simple lettering
that looked as if they had been ironing
them on themselves the night before.
Law Review’s bright blue shirts boasted
a “uniform system of domination”
which was awful and cheesy at first, but
later became ironically funny. While
this writer doesn’t specifically recall
what the red and white of JLC’s shirts
said, they appeared to come from a
Kentucky Fried Chicken promotional
giveaway. SBA’s shirts were simple,
classy and more to the point, already instock by the time they were invited to play.
It quickly became apparent that
we were six teams of law students as
the games got underway, and the mercy
rule was put to the test time and time
again. The two journals with two teams
each had clearly divided their “A”
players and their “B” players (or in the
case of law review, their “A-” players).
After the first two rounds, the only two
teams remaining were JLC’s “A” team,
and the SBA team.

and honesty, and we can lose it in
a nano-second by cheating,
plagiarizing, misleading the court
or our adversary, commingling
escrow funds, or the like. The
plagiarist (even if not caught, and
it so easy to be caught) will likely
end up as the suspended or
disbarred attorney post-admission.
Leopards do not change their
spots. You must make every effort
to develop a reputation for
integrity and candor now, at the
outset of your legal career. It can
only hold you in good stead as
your “thrillingly unpredictable”1
legal career unfolds.
As a long-suffering Mets,
Jets and Islanders fan, what uplifts
my spirit on a regular basis is the
wonderful spirit, morale and
accomplishments of our students.
The excellent work that you do on
our scholarly journals, or for the
Moot Court and the PTAI
advocacy programs, or for the

Student Bar Association activities
such as the Public Interest
Committee and the various ethnic
and religious-oriented activities
makes us proud to be involved
with St. John’s Law School. As
an alum and from a totally selfish
perspective, the value of my
degree is enhanced by all of your
wonderful accomplishments. Nor
is it even diminished by the very
few incidents of misconduct noted
above, because appropriate steps
were taken to address those
matters. That, too, is a matter of
professional responsibility.
We have much to look
forward to for the remainder of
this academic year. And it will be
a particularly gratifying year if we
need not deal with any incidents
of student misconduct. Excelsior!

SBA had persevered to this
point through catcalls of “you’re not a
journal!” and “are those guys even law
students?” with a strong showing by the
first year representatives, and the
underhand styling of Paul “Slow Pitch”
Vitale, SBApresident. Clad in St. John’s
Red, these young men and women had
yet to have their spirits broken by the
demands of OCI, journal assignments
and post-traumatic-finals-syndrome.
Under the leadership of President Vitale,
they dominated both law review teams
leading up to this critical game, when
the Student Bar Association had the
opportunity to take the “journal” trophy
away from all the journals.
Meanwhile, JLC walked over
to the field for the finals looking like an
advertisement for New York Sports
Club, each looking more finger lickin’
good than the last. The only other
undefeated team, JLC had rolled over
the hastily thrown together International/
Litigator/Moot Court team, and theABI
team as well. The eerily smiling face of
the Colonel in every direction was
almost enough to send the SBA running.
But now it was time for the two teams
who had been invoking the mercy rule
all day to show down.
It was a roller coaster of a game,
with fits and starts of game play. Most
innings were either no action, or too
much action. JLC took a strong lead

early on, and despite SBA’s two rallies,
JLC had pulled too far ahead to reach.
The championship was one of the few
games that didn’t end with the mercy
rule though, with JLC winning 15-7.
The MVP of the day of course,
was none other than Paul “Slow Pitch”
Vitale himself, pitcher for the SBAteam,
and the guy who approves all of The
Forum’s expenses.
Other highlights of the day
included a guest appearance by
Professor Reuscher, who joined an
impromptu soccer game among the
eliminated team members— none of
whom were interested in watching the
championship. Reuscher proved to be
more than a match for out of shape law
students as he ran circles around
everyone on the field, demoralizing
them physically after law school had
already demoralized them mentally.
Lastly, Brian Smith, Mr. St. John’s
himself, was seen carrying his injured
teammate off the field in a heroic display
of chivalry.
When all was said and done,
there was an amazing turn out—
considering it was a law school event—
and everyone seemed to have fun.
Hopefully this can become an annual
or bi-annual event to keep up rivalries
within the school, have pride in your
student organizations and give us an
excuse not to do work on a Friday.

1

Credit for the phrase goes to Robert
M. Harrison, Assistant Dean for
Admissions, Orientation 2004.

Intra-Journal (and SBA) Softball Tournament Pictures
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Semi-Formal 2007 Pictures
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All semi-formal photos courtesy of Jihad Nammour

An Armchair Activist Speaks out Against Semiformal Atrocity
By Marissa A. McAleer, ‘09
I’m not what you’d call a
“participator.” Rather, I am best described
as an “armchair activist.” I find that sitting
on my proverbial high horse is much more
comfortable than standing up for what I
believe in. A true liberal, I complain about
the world around me yet offer no real
solutions. I’ve been a vegetarian for 10
years, but I’m not a part of the
Environmental Law Society. I vote for the
Working Families Party, but I refuse to
attend to the Public Interest Auction. That
being said, this is the first time I’ve reached
out to the law school community to voice
my concerns about, well, anything.
Therefore, I’d like to start this piece by
introducing myself. My name is Marissa
A. McAleer. I’m the tall, lanky Irish
woman that sits in the back of the
classroom. I make (often misplaced)
controversial political statements in
almost every class, and then I bolt out the
back door.
I emerge from my armchair and
write this piece not to discuss my concerns
about Global Warming or the upcoming
Presidential election, but rather, to note
my frustration with the SBA’s decision to
(yet again) subsidize the price of tickets
to the Law School Semiformal. I think
everyone is pretty familiar with the drill:
the first 249 tickets are a certain price, and
then that prices increases by a fixed
amount for numbers 250 to 550, and then
the price increases yet again by a fixed

amount up the 700th ticket, thus creating a
3-tier pricing system. In creating this
pricing structure, the SBA uses its funds
to subsidize first-tier, second-tier, and
third-tier tickets at different amounts. This
is, in my opinion, unreasonable and
unethical. If I am wrong about how this
system works, I urge those making these
decisions to step forward and explain
what’s going on; I will gladly step down
from my soapbox and return to my cushy
position.
Let’s say it costs five dollars to
put on an event. (I promise to keep the
math as simple as possible. One of the
keys to good writing is knowing your
audience). To make it easier, let’s use a
two-tier, rather than a three-tier system.
Two people are planning on attending the
event, A and B. In a market not corrupted
by discriminatory pricing, A and B should
each pay two dollars and fifty cents.
But what happens when the SBA
subsidizes ticket prices? Let’s say there is
a table that sells tickets to the event. A,
who ran to the table and got there before
B, pays one dollar. B pays two dollars.
The SBA then steps in and uses some of
its funds to pay an extra dollar on behalf
of A, thus subsidizing half of A’s ticket,
and fifty cents on behalf of B, thus
subsidizing one fifth of B’s ticket.
I find this to be a highly
inappropriate use of SBA funds which
come, at least in part, from student tuition.
Let’s use a comparison to illustrate the

point. The Federal government taxes the
people and uses this money to create social
programs, provide for national security,
etc. Let’s say the Federal government
decides to throw a big gala and invites all
sorts of important politicians, all of which
have to buy a ticket (it’s one of these $500
a plate thingies). They drink wine, eat food
I can’t pronounce, and talk about how
wonderful they all are. I don’t think most
people would find the occasional party a
misallocation of government funds.
However, if the government then decided
that the tickets of the first 249 politicians
should be subsidized by tax dollars so that
they only pay $250, and then the next
group of politicians should be subsidized
by tax dollars so they only pay $350, and
so on, with none of the politicians actually
paying the real ticket price of $500, I’d
have a real problem with that. No one
loves a party more than I do. But I think
that everyone that wants to go to a party
should have to pay the full price for their
ticket, absent some overwhelming social
justification (i.e., the SBA didn’t subsidize
the tickets of 249 students that couldn’t
afford to pay the full amount). The SBA
could then use the remaining funds for
some worth-while purpose, like starting a
campaign to make the school stop doing
construction in the parking lot. I keep
driving around the neighborhood for half
an hour and end up having to park in fire
lanes. If I get a ticket I swear I’m going to
lose it. But I digress.

I would like to end this piece by
noting that, while I made a scene on the
way to purchase my Semiformal tickets (it
involved me yelling in front of two
strangers in a stairwell), I also happened to
be the purchaser of the last two first-tier
tickets, #248 and #249. As follows is an
email exchange between my then
boyfriend, now friend (Yes, I’m back on
the market. If I’m going to put effort into
writing this thing I may as well try to get a
date out of it. All romantic inquiries can be
sent to marissa.mcaleer05@stjohns.edu),
the day I bought the tickets:
ME: The first 249 tickets are subsidized,
so they’re like 35 dollars cheaper than the
tickets from #250 and on. I got #s 248 and
249. I also started a ruckus about how it’s
unethical to use student tuition money to
subsidize tickets to a party. But that didn’t
stop me from buying the cheaper tickets.
I love being a liberal - I get to complain
about things without offering real
solutions.
ManFriend: I am a fan of discount, and I
like barely slipping in under the closing
doors, so let me be #249 for everyone to
hate.
And he was. And we laughed over our
hypocrisy the next day as we munched
on vegan snack cakes and watched The
Corporation.

Keep an eye out for SBA’s
response next issue -Ed.
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A Destiny Refracted: The Future of Labor Through the Prism of Bankruptcy
By Scott Bogucki ‘08
On September 28, the American
Bankruptcy Institute Law Review of St.
John’s School of Law presented a
symposium on labor and bankruptcy. As
the journal’s second annual production,
this year’s symposium brought together
several renowned figures from the
bankruptcy and labor law communities.
Perhaps simply framed, the issues
addressed involved the future of labor in
light of corporate reorganization, whether
through out of court negotiations or under
chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code (the
“Code”).
The first speaker of the day,
Professor Daniel Keating, presented for
the crowd in attendance what happened
to pension and health care programs in
the past, and offered up some possible
future solutions for both employees and
employers alike. As an author of several
textbooks and a treatise on bankruptcy and
employment law, Professor Keating gave
an overview of how pension plans have
been chiseled away through employers’
underfunding. He detailed what happens
when the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation (the “PBGC”), a government
founded yet privately funded organization,
steps in to take over pension plans when
employers are found incapable of
providing the benefits they promised and
for which their employees had bargained.
Ironically the best case scenario under
such circumstances, PBGC assumed
pension and health care plans offer
benefits which are skeletal in comparison
to the flesh and body of those which
existed before the employer in question
was found incapable of managing them:
pensions become reduced, health care
plans devolve to bare minimums, and
bargained-for perks nearly vanish. The
silver lining promised by Professor
Keating came in the form of a Voluntary
Employee Benefit Association (a
“VEBA”). A VEBA effectively caps an
employer’s contribution, shifts risk from
the employer to the employee, and gives
the nation’s baby boomers and future
generations hope to allay the fears of both
failing benefit programs and our national
Social Security system.
Professor Keating was followed
by the Honorable William T. Bodoh.
Known as the “Judge of Steel,” Judge
Bodoh gained recognition through his
ability to handle complex massive
proceedings involving many of the
nation’s major steel manufacturers while
sitting on the bench of the Bankruptcy
Court of the Northern District of Ohio.
Judge Bodoh discussed the storied history
of section 1113 of the Code. Judge Bodoh
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began his time at the symposium detailing
a case decided by the Supreme Court in
1984, NLRB v. Bildisco & Bildisco, 465
U.S. 513. In Bildisco, the Court held that
a collective bargaining agreement (a
“CBA”) is an executory contract, and as
such may either be assumed or rejected
in accordance with section 365 of the
Code. More tellingly, Judge Bodoh noted
that the Court found that rejecting a CBA
under the reasoning in Bildisco was not
an unfair labor practice. In response to
Bildisco, Congress enacted section 1113
of the Code, requiring employers and
employees alike to enter into good faith
negotiations before a court can find an
employer may reject a CBA in order to
effectively reorganize. Judge Bodoh went
on to discuss how courts developed a ninefactor test in determining whether to allow
rejection of a CBA, yet he stressed how
such a test teetered precariously on the
balancing of equities in the case. In
concluding, Judge Bodoh placed little
faith in courts being able to consistently—
let alone fairly—implement the mandates
of section 1113, thereby leaving labor with
little recourse under the current system of
corporate reorganization.
Although not next on the list of
speakers, Harvey R. Miller, Esq.
interjected that labor was afforded greater
protection under section 1113 and its ninefactor test than it would have should the
Supreme Court’s holding in Bildisco
remained unaffected, since section 365
had no such requirements before an
employer could simply reject a CBA. Mr.
Miller’s comments duly set the stage for
Babette Ceccotti, Esq., a partner at a firm
which specializes in representing labor
organizations, employee benefit plans, and
individual employees. Ms. Ceccotti kept
the focus on section 1113, pointing out
how it was originally designed as a
compromise between the policies favoring
CBAs and those favoring debtor
rehabilitation. In short, Ms. Ceccotti
called for a reconsideration of section
1113, condemned the ease with which
courts quickly entered into considerations
of whether to allow an employer to reject
a CBA, and left the audience with the
impression that renegotiating CBAs in
light of a corporation’s reorganization
should be left to the two parties most
affected by its amendment—employers
and employees—and that the court should
become involved only when the two reach
an impasse.
Next up was the inimitable Mr.
Miller, not only a larger than life force in
the New York legal community, but also
a prominent figure in developing business
finance and corporate restructuring into a

field of law unto itself. He quickly
attacked the place organized labor takes
in restructuring failing corporations,
believing it more times than not occupies
a position wholly antagonistic to its
corporate employer and any chance of
collective reorganization. He attacked Ms.
Ceccotti’s notion that an impasse alone
should trigger the court’s involvement, due
if anything to the fact that the idea of an
impasse defies any reliable definition.
Moreover, he stressed that a reorganizing
corporation could sell its assets
unencumbered pursuant to section 363 of
the Code, thereby leaving any prenegotiated agreements by the wayside.
His experience spoke volumes as he
described past reorganizations in which
he participated. Mr. Miller recounted the
case of Bethlehem Steel, noting in his
words how the immovable position
organized labor took—fueled by its
wholly confrontational relationship with
its employer—kept several of the
company’s units from effectively
reorganizing. As a result of these failed
attempts, the units were sold off, bought
for a fraction of their worth, and reopened
only on the condition that the masses of
unemployed workers accept terms which
were a fraction of what they previously
had. He championed the ability to reject
a CBA according to section 1113 as a
counterweight to organized labor’s everpresent ability to call a strike and bring
production to a standstill. He iterated the
fact that no corporation wants to find itself
in chapter 11 reorganization, not only
because of the costs it would incur and
the stigma it would so endure, but also
because management would easily be
overthrown and replaced.
After taking a break, the speakers
rejoined for a series of questions posed
by Professor Jack Getman of the
University Texas School of Law.
Honestly admitting his lack of expertise
in the area of bankruptcy law, Professor
Getman’s questions, while facially
sophomoric, sparked further debate
among the speakers. He allowed
Professor Keating to further expound
upon the solutions to a currently failing
system of pension and health care benefits,
something Professor Keating was not
capable of doing earlier due to the time
constraints of the symposium. He then
turned to Judge Bodoh, whom he pressed
for an answer as to whether the outcome
under section 1113 could be influenced
by the separate approaches of individual
judges, something which Judge Bodoh
seemed able to handle and one which the
audience found uninspiring due to the fact
that bankruptcy courts are fundamentally

courts of equity which feel little inclination
to follow even their own precedence.
Professor Getman put Ms. Ceccotti more
on the spot regarding her “impasse”
threshold requirement of section 1113 than
did Mr. Miller, since, as an experienced
arbitrator himself, he stated that solutions
between parties seem to be waiting just
on the other side of what many may
consider such an impasse. Playing into
Mr. Miller’s perception of organized labor
in the arena of corporate reorganization,
Professor Getman asked Mr. Miller if ever
there could be a time when labor will be
perceived in his mind as accommodating
to a troubled corporation outside
bankruptcy. Never without an answer
during the entire symposium, Mr. Miller
explained that both labor and its
employers alike will never reach
accordance outside the court unless both
parties openly appreciate the weaknesses
of both their positions and realize more is
gained through effective reorganization
than either party’s staunchly remaining
poised to fight straw men.
As the symposium’s crowd
broke for lunch, it had plenty of food for
thought. The keynote speaker for the day
was Micheline Maynard, the Detroit
bureau chief for The New York Times. A
daughter of a blue collar working family
supported by the airline industry, she put
a face to much of the day’s debate by
relating a story of her nonagenarian
mother who will hopefully live to a ripe
old age thanks to the benefits of a pension
and health care plan. She humbly acceded
to the prediction-come-true of her book,
The End of Detroit:How the Big Three
Lost Their Grip on the American Car
Market, yet allowed that this was nothing
to bask in. She posited that what our
nation faces is real problems in the not so
distant future, ones which need immediate
answers in order to stave off health care
concerns and to guarantee that should any
of our parents’ well-being depend on
health care plans, they will have the
chance to happily live into their nineties
and beyond. Not immune from comment,
Ms. Maynard entertained questions from
the audience, most poignantly from those
representing organized labor. As affably
as possible, Ms. Maynard accepted that
the articles she wrote on many of the cases
alluded to this day could have easily
influenced the minds of all those involved
at the time.
As an annual event, the students
of St. John’s School of Law should eagerly
await next year’s American Bankruptcy
Institute Law Review symposium and
leave time in their busy schedules in order
to attend.

Summer in Rome , continued from page 1
In addition to the classroom
courses, students were treated to
several organized field trips and to
several guest-speakers during the
program. Just two of the many field
trip options were a visit to the Italian
Supreme Court and a visit to the
Carabinieri, the equivalent of the F.B.I.
here in the United States, to hear about
how Carabinieri officers track and
recover stolen artwork. The field trips
and lectures were particularly special
opportunities of the program since they
would not be
accessible
to
students traveling on
their own in Rome.
For students who
were just finishing
general first-year
studies the guestlectures and field
trips
with
practitioners
engaged
in
specialized areas of
law offered a much appreciated
change-of-pace from purely academic
lectures. Exceptional elective courses
of study in Italian language and Italian
art were also available to interested
students.
In a time when many
businesses are going “global” and
when even more companies and law
firms are opening branches outside of
the United States, it seems increasingly
important for law students to acquire
some familiarity of International law.
It is no longer enough to master our
own American legal system– today, it
is more important than ever to
understand our own legal system
within the context of the global
network of legal systems. Whether
your legal career ambitions include
working at Citibank, negotiating art
loans for the Modern Museum of Art,
booking world tours for the Rolling
Stones or working to protect the
environment or endangered animals,

you, along with more and more
attorneys, will need knowledge of
international law to
successfully assist future
clients. Where better to learn more
about international law and to explore
some of the most pressing international
issues than while studying abroad?
The study abroad program
offered many other enriching nonclassroom opportunities in addition to
the organized field trips. There are
always many options available whether

students preferred to stroll through the
Villa Borghese museum, read or class
at an outside café mere steps from the
Coliseum, spend a leisurely dinner with
friends or to go out to one of Rome’s
hippest night spot. Many students took
advantage of the four-day class week
to travel to nearby countries and to
other locations within Italy on the
weekends.
Courses have not been
announced for the 2008 Rome
program at date of publication, but they
will be available soon to students who
are interested in spending next summer
in Rome.
For more information on the
2008 study abroad program, please
contact Luca Melchionna, Director of
Transnational Programs by e-mailing
to melchiol@stjohns.edu, calling
718.990.6948 or by visiting the
program online at: http://
www.stjohns.edu/academics/graduate/
law/academics/rome

4.0 Oz. to Freedom: A Year in the Life of a 1L
by Arlene Levitin ‘09
August: Wake up 1 hour early every
day. Take prom dress to dry cleaner,
use entire bottle of gel (it is Queens after
all) hire make up artist for first day of
classes. Scan large awkward crowd of
who cares conversation for possible
future husband. Make out at local dive
bar with someone you think is in your
section. Convince yourself you won’t
regret it, until at least December when
everyone starts to let themselves go.
Feel like you are in high school again,
and you are.
September: Get called on seven times
in one day. Pee a little the first time.
Turn bright red the second time. Try
to make a joke third time. Realize you
are the kid who thinks the professor
actually cares, even if you have no idea
what you are talking about. Notice kid
you made out with at bar, is in your
section. Also notice he will not make
eye contact with you.
October: See many classmates in the
library. What are they studying? Finals
aren’t until December. Begin online
shopping during class. Spend half your
student loan on discount designer shoes.
November: Get legal writing memo
back. First graded assignment in law
school. A kid you have never spoken
to comes over and asks your grade. You
hiss and walk away. The person to your
left leaves the room abruptly. The
person to your right does not bother
moving, sobs openly at their desk. You
feel better, thinking they must have done
worse. When you catch a glimpse of
their grade, you see they did better. You
re-evaluate your legal career over a pack
of cigarettes with one of the custodians.
Contemplate crawling down Union
turnpike. Ask the person you perceive
to be the smartest in the section if you
can join their study group. They say
“no” without hesitation. You feel like
Elle Woods from Legally Blonde only
without the supportive manicurist
friend, cute dog, and Porsche. You go
to Starbucks where you wave your
textbooks around, hoping some older
gentleman will seethat you are a law
student, assume you have potential and
offer to love and support you. When this
doesn’t happen you sip from the flask

By Tyrone Cummings
Air conditioning
Is solely responsible
For tuition hikes
By Anonymous
From fueling his fire
To article on front page
“Forum and the Dean”

HAIKU CORNER
By Arlene Levitin

By Rich Speidel

Arriving at school at 4 am
How can they raise the
parking permit price when there
is no parking lot?

Law school in autumn:
Leaves fall like colored snowflakes,
Student GPAs.

you keep in your purse for moments like
this.
December: Begin carpooling with the
kid in another section that barely likes
you, so you can squeeze in a morning
Zima on your way to school. Skip late
class for happy hour. Hang out at local
high school trying to find an Adderall
connection. Make your first outline, it
is 107 pages, single spaced.
January: Winter break. Live like a 5th
grader on summer break at your parent’s
house. Eat a lot. Drink more. Work as
[insert humiliating temp job] because
you have $8 in your bank account. You
check your grades daily. Email
professor’s heartbreaking letters, offering
everything from lap dances to kidneys
for a higher grade. No one responds.
February: Begin interviewing for
summer internship. Nervously eat 2
slices of pizza before first interview.
Large black oregano spice in your teeth.
You still get the position. It is unpaid,
you are ecstatic. Believe this is the
beginning of your “career”. Flash
forward: you are picking up the
partner’s dry-cleaning, making
photocopies and watching yourself age.
March: Gain 10 lbs. Believe you have
acute scoliosis from lugging text books
back and forth. Print out every outline
for every subject. Believe you can
commit them to memory because you
starred in a production of the Vagina
Monologues in college. Waste 8 days
doing this, before you give up.
April: Begin celebrating the year being
“over”. Zima for everyone!
May: Finals. Have stopped talking to
90% of your classmates. Have slept in
your car twice, so not to lose your
parking space. Finally hit goal weight
of 92 lbs. It’s true what they say, about
speed, anxiety, no sleep and coffee. Feel
relieved the year is over. Do celebratory
keg stands. Throw up all over writing
competition packet. Adopt a Zen
mentality about success, and convince
yourself you do not need to sell out to
the man (who wasn’t buying anyway).
Examine other career options. Joke to
your smartest friend about becoming his
secretary. Begin summer internship,
bitter as you are, you are thankful the
year is over.

By Jonathan Bartov
Read thirty pages
Two hours later, nothing
Crap, at least I tried
Phone Fun
Beef and broccoli
No, beef, BEEF and broccoli
fried rice, fried, no, BEEF
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NOVEMBER 15, 2007
This is the very last day that you may enroll in BAR/BRI for a

$100 Registration Fee.
Once you’re a BAR/BRI member, you’ll receive
1L benefits including the First Year Review
Volume, StudySmartTM software & access
to on-line streaming audio final exam
review lectures. You’ll also have the
ability to freeze your bar review tuition
at current rates!*
After November 15, 2007, the Registration
Fee will be$250 for all students.
To enroll, visit our display table
at your law school or visit barbri.com.

November

*1Ls who pay a $100 registration fee
must pay an additional $150 by
October 31, 2008 to keep their course
price frozen at current rates.

1500 Broadway y New York, NY y 10036 y (212)719-0200 y barbri.com

The MPRE
By Erica Fine ‘82, BAR/BRI Eastern
Regional Associate Director and Carl
Gillen, BAR/BRI Assistant Director.
The Multistate Professional
Responsibility Exam (MPRE) is a two
hour and five minute test consisting of
60 multiple choice questions, of which
50 are scored, administered by the
National Conference of Bar Examiners.
The exam is offered in March, August
and November each year. Most states,
require an applicant to achieve a
passing score on the MPRE prior to
being admitted to the bar while a
minority of states, such as
Massachusetts and Rhode Island,
require that an applicant pass the MPRE
before being allowed to even sit for that
state’s bar exam. Still other
jurisdictions, such as Connecticut and
New Jersey, allow an applicant to fulfill
this professional responsibility
requirement by completing a law school
class in Professional Responsibility
with a grade of “C” or better.
The MPRE tests an applicant’s
knowledge and understanding of the
rules of conduct that govern the legal
profession. Scaled scores range from 50
to 150 and each jurisdiction determines
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its own passing score. A score high
enough to pass in one jurisdiction might
not be high enough to pass in another.
The BAR/BRI Digest, which is
available at your school’s BAR/BRI
display table or from most law school
Registrar’s office, highlights each
state’s requirement as to the MPRE.
(New York’s passing scaled score is
“85” which is in actuality about 70% of
the questions right depending on the
scaling of the particular exam.).
While some states, like New
York, allow students to take the MPRE
at any time during their law school
career, others like Illinois require it to
be taken after an applicant has
completed their second year of law
school. Some states, such as Florida,
merely require that the exam be taken
(and passed) within 25 months of the
applicant’s successfully passing the bar
exam. Accordingly, it is encouraged that
most law students take this exam during
their second year (or third year if you
are an evening student) and no later than
November of their third year (or last
year) of law school.
Unfortunately, even though the
MPRE deals with only one area of law,
it is not to be taken lightly. You will need
to prepare for it; you won’t get by on
your own good morals alone.
Preparation for the MPRE typically

takes the form of a four-hour review
lecture combined with approximately
twenty hours reviewing the outline from
the MPRE volume, the professor’s
lecture handout and the practice exams
that are available in the MPRE volume
as well as online.. The MPRE Review
illustrates how the bar examiners frame
the issues on the MPRE and how you
should apply the law you have learned
to make finite judgment calls. While
most applicants pass the MPRE on their
first attempt, the questions are quite
tricky. The MPRE is one exam on which
you can honestly suffer from knowing
too much. The MPRE Review teaches
you the law and reviews the proper
mindset the bar examiners are looking
for. If you leave the MPRE not knowing
whether you answered five questions
correctly or all fifty questions correctly,
that’s a good sign. It shows that you
knew enough law to realize just how
tricky the MPRE questions are.
A common question among
students deciding when to take the
MPRE is whether a law school course
on Professional Responsibility should
have been completed prior to taking the
MPRE. It should be noted that most law
school Professional Responsibility
courses stress theory and problematic
situations confronted by practicing
attorneys while the MPRE focuses on

well established principles of law.
Accordingly, a law school course on
Professional Responsibility is not
crucial to success on the MPRE,
however, many students report that
conversely, the MPRE Review does
provide a good review as you head into
your law school’s Professional
Responsibility final exam.
Some good news about the
MPRE is that, unlike the bar exam, you
can physically sit for the exam in any
state and have your score reported to
any jurisdiction. In fact, when sitting for
the MPRE you need not even know
which state’s bar exam you will
ultimately sit for as your score can be
transferred to your state at a later date.
For those thinking about taking
the MPRE, it is encouraged that
applicants to register early. Seat
selection for the exam is on a first come
first served basis and those who register
close to the deadline, may find
themselves assigned to an exam site far
from home.
The timely filing fee for the
MPRE is $55 and there is also a late
filing fee, for those who miss the
deadline, of $110. You can register for
the exam and pay your filing fee online
at www.ncbex.org or by visiting
barbri.com and follow the links
detailing the MPRE.

